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	Design, code, and build amazing apps with Xcode 5


	Thanks to Apple's awesome Xcode development environment, you can create the next big app for Macs, iPhones, iPads, or iPod touches. Xcode 5 contains gigabytes of great stuff to help you develop for both OS X and iOS devices - things like sample code, utilities, companion applications, documentation, and more. And with Xcode 5 Developer Reference, you now have the ultimate step-by-step guide to it all. Immerse yourself in the heady and lucrative world of Apple app development, see how to tame the latest features and functions, and find loads of smart tips and guidance with this practical book.

	
		Shows developers how to use Xcode 5 to create apps for OS X and the whole family of iOS devices, including the latest iPhones, iPads, and iPod touches
	
		Covers the Xcode rapid development environment in detail, including utilities, companion applications, and more
	
		Includes a companion website with sample code and other helpful files
	
		Written by an experienced developer and Apple-focused journalist with solid experience in teaching Apple development



	If you want to create killer Apple apps with Xcode 5, start with Xcode 5 Developer Reference!
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A Compendium of Neuropsychological Tests: Administration, Norms, and CommentaryOxford University Press, 1998
The Second Edition of this well-known Compendium has been considerably expanded and updated. It contains new chapters on test selection administration and preparation of the client; report writing and the informing interview; executive functions; occupational interest and aptitude; and malingering and symptom validity testing. The first four...
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System-Ergonomic Design of Cognitive Automation: Dual-Mode Cognitive Design of Vehicle Guidance and Control Work SystemsSpringer, 2010
Why this book? Simply because it is due. Cognitive automation and its system-ergonomic introduction into work systems have been advanced in the meantime to such a degree that already applications for operational work systems are slowly becoming reality. This book shall contribute to give system designers some more guidelines about designing work...
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Facebook and Philosophy: What's on Your Mind? (Popular Culture and Philosophy)Open Court, 2010

	Facebook and Philosophy is an entertaining, multi-faceted exploration of what Facebook means for us and for our relationships. With discussions ranging from the nature of friendship and its relationship to "friending," to the (debatable) efficacy of "online activism," this book is the most extensive and systematic...
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Calculus for the Utterly ConfusedMcGraw-Hill, 1998

	When it comes to understanding one of your most intimidating courses--calculus--even good students can be confused. Intended primarily for the non-engineering calculus student (though the more serious calculus student will also benefit), Calculus for the Utterly Confused is your ticket to success. Calculus concepts are explained and applied...
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CD and DVD ForensicsSyngress Publishing, 2007
CD and DVD Forensics will take the reader through all facets of handling, examining, and processing CD and DVD evidence for computer forensics. At a time where data forensics is becoming a major part of law enforcement and prosecution in the public sector, and corporate and system security in the private sector, the interest in this subject has...
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The Art of Creative Thinking: How to Be Innovative and Develop Great IdeasKogan Page, 2007
"The Art of Creative Thinking provides clear, practical guidelines for developing the reader's powers as a creative thinker."    Voluntary Sector Magazine     "The Art of Creative Thinking is an interesting and highly readable book."   Management today       "Will excite every intelligent reader and is thought-provoking and...
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